
9. Show up, be yourself, and let people be.  

 

In your own words, share your thoughts and feelings. Share your belief that a 

life lived is the most important thing. If you are still searching for the best 

ways to nourish your soul, the following posts are a great start. 

 

I am a big believer and advocate of the power of speaking up and taking charge 

of your own life. To be a pro at everything, be it business, personal, 

political, or spiritual, I am indebted to my mentors and coaches in life 

lessons and inspiration. These are just a few of the top few of the many 

lessons I am able to share with you. 

 

Show up, show your skills and show that you deserve to be treated with dignity 

and respect. It’s not about making money, it’s about making a difference ❤ �  

 

Show up with enthusiasm and energy, show up with conviction and passion, show 

up with grace. We don't need a lot of advice, we don't need a lot of advice to 

get the job done. If you want to be successful, show up and fill the vacuum. 

I'm so proud to be an entrepreneur and I'm so thankful to be able to work with 

people who have the same passion for success as I do. The door is open to 

anyone who wants to be successful. It's not what you know, but what you know 

that counts. 

 

If you don't know what this word means, I'll explain it to you. Success is 

defined as: The goal of every successful person is to achieve something. 

Success is the process of accomplishing something.  If you want to be 

successful, know what you want to achieve and then do it! It's not what you 

know, it's that you know what you want to achieve. But the real question is – 

what will you achieve? When our minds are on the goal, we create success. When 

our minds are on the problem, we create failure.  

 

Let me be my friend's keeper and my cheerleader. It's not about how much money 

I have or what I have, but it's about how much I love, appreciate and respect 

you. We are all on this journey together. Every day is a fresh start. We are 

all here. But to make the journey is not enough. It's not about where you are, 

but what you are capable of.  

 

The journey of life is not for the faint of heart. You win if your heart is 



strong and your mind is sharp. Be a leader, lead, not a follower. It's the 

little choices you make everyday that will determine your success. Don't be 

afraid to fail. Start again. If you want to succeed, you must start over. 

Success is the journey not the destination. It's not about being the hero or 

being the heroine, but about the journey and the destination. It's not the 

smile that wins the race. It's the car. 

 

Show up. This means standing up for yourself. You are not alone, you are not 

alone in your struggles. Whether you think you are or not, it is up to you to 

stand up for yourself. It's a life lesson, and if you don't stand up for 

yourself, you are not worthy of anything. 

 

So it came to pass that I was able to make decisions for the first time that 

would allow me to pursue my dream of becoming a business owner. I discontinued 

my previous business ventures and decided to take a business into it. It was a 

dream come true, and I was the luckiest girl on the planet that I did not waste 

my time thinking about things that would never happen. I had time to think 

about what I want to do. I was able to find partners that would work with me to 

further my vision. I quickly became one of the most successful entrepreneurs 

that I know. 

 

The truth is, I feel like my entire life I’ve had to battle my shyness and my 

fear of rejection.… I’ve had so much to overcome, and I’m so proud of the 

strength I’ve learned and the knowledge I have. ❤  

 

It is not about being a party animal. It is about being a good friend. 

It is about being authentic and authentic is about being a good listener. If 

you’re not, you’ll never get anything done. I don’t care how young or old you 

are, the world is full of people who are lazy, not of proper standing, who just 

want to be left alone to their own devices and who can be counted on to do 

anything and everything. You’ll find yourself in all situations, and it’s up to 

you to be the expert on the situation. 

 

Are you a business owner? Like me, I am! And I’m proud to be one of the first 

to share my success. I’m a big believer in staying positive and believing in 

the goodness of the Universe. And I’m proud to be a leader of Change.  

 

There is an important lesson to be learned every day. If you're going to put 



your ego aside and try and change the world, you have to do it with an open 

mind. you are your own worst enemy but you have to learn to let go of what you 

think of yourself. you are not the world but you are an example of what freedom 

looks like. you are free to be what you are, but do it with a mindset of 

gratitude and freedom.  

 

The most important thing is to show up and be a big winner. That’s what matters 

most. And that’s what I did. I put myself in the driver’s seat and made it 

happen. I won. Today is your lucky day. Life is made up of the same elements we 

are. We have the same genes, and when it comes to the business of your life, no 

one is more important than you.  

 

Act like a woman. It pays. I want you to be me. Don't pretend. Look what you've 

done so far: You've on all fours, in the middle of the road, in a field. On the 

other hand, I want you to be me. 

Look at me. Look at your feet. Look at your arms. There are two ways to go 

about it. Either you’ve got to walk out on set and be seen, or you have to do 

it the hard way. It’s not easy, but if you’re smart, you’ll find that it makes 

far more sense. You don’t have to do it. I understand that many of our 

grown-ups are too busy worrying about the future to bother about the past. In 

other words. I’m sorry. 

 

When I went viral as a scam, it was like a real-life Valium story. But in all 

the excitement, I did not take the time to check my research to see if there 

was any fact that might disprove it.And sure enough, research shows that the 

more people believe a story, the more likely it is to be true. So if your news 

feed is full of stories about how I paid for my swanky New York apartment, 

check? Scammy is a word that comes from the business world, but it also 

describes the way people interact with one another online. It’s a place where 

we tend to get bomb after bomb after bomb, with messages about money, fame and 

everything in between.  

 

Let’s run down a little analogy for you: Sometimes we are humans. Sometimes we 

are dumb. Sometimes we are arrogant. And sometimes we are rude. The thing is, 

none of these are true, but they are approximately equivalent to the truth.The 

best analogy is this: When you are suffering from something or someone, you 

don’t look at the environment around you and respond with anger. You look at 

the problem and confront it. It is your choice and it’s yours to define the 



severity of your pain. 

 

The problems are different for everyone, but let us assume for a moment that 

you and that woman are both in a similar situation: You have a garden that 

needs watering. You are on a date with a guy who has a stationary bike. You 

have a daughter that you’ve had for five years and you want to spend more time 

with her. How do you solve the problem? A common reaction is: Just sit back and 

enjoy the flowers.No! No! We’ll never sit back and enjoy the flowers again! The 

exact opposite is actually true. The person who sits back and eats all the 

flowers is in for an unrequited love.The worst thing about this is that it’s 

not really true. A lot of people have apples and pears, but no one seems to 

know which one of them is which.  

 

There's nothing that stops you from being the best version of you every single 

day because that's what it's supposed to feel like. Know what gives me the most 

joy? Celebrating myself in my own way—with a smile.With this smile, I am 

celebrating my power. With this smile, I am celebrating my ability to be the 

person I am today. I am the best version of myself, always and forever. 

 

I’ve had a long and exciting life and nothing has prepared me for this moment. 

Thank you. It’s been a pleasure to serve you and to witness your 

transformation. I would be nothing without you and thank you for your 

friendship and support. To the next generation, thank you for everything. I 

can’t describe how relieved this means that I can now say that I am in the 

public sphere. I can describe how much it means to me to be included in it all 

again. It's sad to see someone go, but it's also an honor to be a part of this 

journey 💎 
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